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The obliquity (Ψ) or spin-orbit angle, is the angle 
between the spin axis of the host star and the orbital 
plane of the planet. Its projection on the sky plane is λ."



Measuring spin-orbit alignment	


Ohta, Taruya, & Suto (2005); Gaudi & Winn (2007) 



Albrecht et al. 2012 (see also Winn et al. 2010, Triaud et al. 2010)!

High obliquities among the 
Hot Jupiters	




How did they get misaligned?	


Formation on a spinning disk would suggest that all 
systems should have a small obliquity."



How did they get misaligned?	


Star-disk misalignments: Chaotic accretion, magnetic 
interactions or torques from neighbor stars."

Bate et al. 2010, Lai et al. 2011!



How did they get misaligned?	


Planet-disk misalignments: Planet-planet 
scattering or Kozai cycles. "

Fabrycky and Tremaine, 2007. Nagasawa et al. 2008.!



The RM effect works well for Hot Jupiters 
orbiting bright fast rotators!



The RM effect is hard to use for 
Kepler multiple systems!

Kepler faint apparent magnitudes and the long orbital periods 
of the large multiple planet systems, make it hard to do follow 
up, but Kepler data can provide a lot of information.!









Narita et al. 2010!



My new transits of WASP-4b"

Sanchis-Ojeda et al. 2011!



Astrochat	




Starspots, and old enemy!

Like the Sun, slow rotators have spots in their surfaces. They 
have been a nuisance (Rabus et al. 2008)"



Aligned system: Follow spots!









Misaligned system: Spots are 
not seen in consecutive 

transits	










CoRoT-2b has also low λ"

Nutzman et al. 2011!



Stellar flux variations, good 
source of information"

Nutzman et al. 2011!







Kepler-17b has also a low obliquity"

Désert et al. 2011!



The stroboscopic effect"

Désert et al. 2011!

Prot = 8 Porb	






HAT-P-11b is misaligned"

Sanchis-Ojeda and Winn 2011!



HAT-P-11b, a strange pattern?"

High stellar activity makes the pairing 
process subjective. But wait…"



HAT-P-11b, active latitudes"

Spot anomalies only appear at two 
particular phases of the transit."



Astrochat	




Two symmetric active bands"

•  We interpret the preferred phases as intersections 
of the trajectory of the planet with active spot bands."

•  The intersection and the effective width of the band 
can be directly measured from the residuals. "



Detection of active bands gives 
Ψ ≠ 0º with photometry"

Ψ ≈ 100º"

Sanchis-Ojeda and Winn 2011!



The butterfly diagram of HAT-P-11b"



Astrochat	




	

	

	


"
HAT-P-11b"

	


First search of Kepler data: June 2011"

Public SC Q0-3 Kepler data for planet candidates"



KOI 63, a very active star"



Huge anomaly every 4th transit "



A powerful piece of information"





Astrochat	








Specific 3 AM prediction of the RM"



Confirmed prediction, the method works"

Sanchis-Ojeda et al. In prep since then!



	

	

	


"
HAT-P-11b"

	


First search of Kepler data: June 2011"

Public SC Q0-3 Kepler data for planet candidates"



	

	

	


"
Previous search"

	


Second search of Kepler data: September 2011"

Private Q0-8 Kepler data for private planet candidates"

 .   	




KOI 806"

Multiple candidate systems from Kepler"



KOI 806, a three candidate system with 
long transits. Anomalies clear in LC data"



Astrochat	




Astrochat	




Sanchis-Ojeda, Fabrycky, Winn et al. 2012!

One recurrence observed"



Kepler 30c has a low obliquity"



Astrochat	




Dear Kepler Team 
members: here is our paper 

about the alignment of 
Kepler-30. Let me know if 

you have any comments	


Great paper! But, spots suffer from 
DEGENERACY, DEGENERACY and 

DEGENERACY! + only one system	




Measuring the anomaly phase 
from the transit"



Measuring the transit phase from 
the stellar flux"



Careful selection is crucial"

•  We select spots that are large enough to be 
easily distinguishable in both transit and stellar flux."

•  We omit transits close to large data gaps or 
strange systematic artifacts."







•  Transits over starspots can be used to measure 
the obliquities of Kepler multiplanet systems. "

•  The low obliquity of Kepler-30 suggests that high 
obliquities are confined to HJ systems, and 
therefore that HJs arise from few-body dynamics."

•  Additional stars with coplanar multiplanet 
systems should be observed, and are predicted to 
have low obliquities."





The field is growing"



	

	

	


"
Previous search"

	


Next search of Kepler data: xxx 2012"

Public Q0-13 Kepler data for planet and binary systems"

 .   	




•  Misaligned single planet systems. Butterfly diagrams and more. "

•  A few more multiple planet systems. If coplanar, all probably aligned. "

•  A huge amount of binary stars. Most of them expected to be aligned."

•  Special attention to Red Giant + Main sequence stars, huge spots!"

•  Circumbinary planets, binary star makes it easier!"

•  X, you tell me…"

We will find…"

Thanks!	



